To understand the biological role of a gene, it is often necessary to study different alleles to identify distinct functions. Frequently mutant alleles are isolated in diverse genetic backgrounds. To ensure that a phenotype is attributable to a specific mutation, it is advantageous to analyze alleles in an isogenic strain background. Therefore, it is useful to be able to transfer specific mutations between different strains. In addition, in the case of conserved genes, informative alleles may even exist in different organisms. Consequently, it is desirable to be able to introduce a similar mutation into the homolog of a genetically tractable organism to analyze its phenotype in vivo. Saccharomyces cerevisiae has proven to be an ideal genetic system for these studies. Here, we take advantage of efficient homologous recombination in yeast to develop new approaches to introduce specific mutations into the genome.
Most current allele transfer methods are based on the pioneering work of Scherer and Davis (1979) . An allele on a plasmid is integrated at its chromosomal locus, creating a duplication where one copy contains the new allele (''pop-in'') . After a subsequent direct repeat recombination event, either the introduced or the resident allele remains in the genome (''pop-out''). To construct the plasmid, the desired allele must be (1) derived from a fragment cloned from its original strain, (2) transferred on the plasmid by gap repair (Orr-Weaver et al. 1983 ), or (3) cloned onto the plasmid after PCR amplification from the genome. To create a new mutation, the wild-type yeast gene sequence must be specifically altered, for example, using an Escherichia coli-based mutagenesis system (Sambrook et al. 1989) . The main disadvantages of classical pop-in, pop-out recombination are that it requires cloning steps tailored for each allele and that the position of the crossover in the direct repeat recombination event determines whether or not the plasmid-borne mutation remains in the genome.
Recently, two methods have been described for transferring specific alleles into the yeast genome (Längle-Rouault and Jacobs 1995; Schneider et al. 1995) . In both methods, a single round of PCR is used to generate a linear fragment that contains a short region of the gene sequence as two direct repeats flanking a selectable/counterselectable marker. Both repeats carry the desired mutation, and upon transformation the linear fragment creates a duplication of the short sequence where, ideally, the two copies in the genome contain the mutation. The advantages of these methods are that any mutation can be created easily using PCR prim-ers without any need for cloning. Furthermore, for integrants where both copies of the duplication retain the mutation, the subsequent pop-out event always preserves the desired mutation in the genome. However, these approaches have four disadvantages: (1) Integration occurs at low frequencies, as short stretches of homologous sequences are used to target the mutant allele; (2) the frequency of the subsequent direct repeat recombination event is also very low, as the direct repeat is short; (3) the use of short sequences often results in the failure to incorporate the desired mutation into both repeats; (4) and the integration almost always creates a gene disruption, making this method cumbersome for essential genes.
In this paper we describe an improved PCRmediated approach that overcomes many limitations of previous allele replacement methods. Specifically, long regions of homology are generated that significantly increase the frequencies of both the integration and subsequent direct repeat recombination events. In addition, the resident chromosomal copy is almost always deleted from the genome. This method can also be applied to transfer alleles into any essential gene, even in haploid cells, as long as the mutation itself does not cause lethality. Finally, an additional advantage is that successful integrants directly exhibit the phenotype of the altered allele, even before selection of pop-out recombinants.
RESULTS

A New Allele Replacement Method
We have developed a new approach for allele replacement that utilizes adaptamers, which are chimeric oligonucleotides complementary to two different DNA sequences. The fusion of two fragments is facilitated by using a pair of matched adaptamers (A and a in Fig. 1 ), which contain complementary sequences at their 5Ј ends. In the example shown in Figure 1 , adaptamers A and B are used in a PCR to amplify a fragment and tag its 5Ј and 3Ј ends. In a separate PCR, the matching adaptamer a is used to tag a second fragment. Subsequently, these two fragments are mixed with a suitable primer and adaptamer. During PCR, annealing at the matched ends results in a fused molecule.
To create the fragments for allele replacement, two sets of matching adaptamers are synthesized (adaptamers A/a and B/b). As shown in Figure 2 , a fragment containing the desired allele is amplified using adaptamers A and B (fragment 1). Two truncated, overlapping fragments of a selectable/counterselectable marker (Kluyveromyces lactis URA3) are tagged with the matching adaptamers b and a, respectively (fragments 2 and 3). These two fragments are fused separately with fragment 1 to create fusions L and R after a second round of PCR. Rare, random insertions of each fusion fragment alone into the genome will not generate a functional marker (Schiestl et al. 1993) . On the other hand, homologous recombination between the overlapping selectable marker fragments reconstitutes the functional marker (Ma et al. 1987) . The K. lactis URA3 gene is used to reduce undesired gene conversion events between the transforming DNA and the endogenous S. cerevisiae ura3 gene (Bailis and Rothstein 1990) , as they only display 71% identity (Shuster et al. 1987) . The matched adaptamers A and a contain complementary sequence tags at their 5Ј ends, as described in the text (indicated as A and a on the PCR products). The 3Ј ends of each adaptamer are homologous to two different DNA sequences, respectively. Adaptamer A, in conjunction with adaptamer B, differentially tags one fragment at each end. The primer is designed to permit the PCR amplification of the other fragment, as shown. After amplification, the fragments are mixed and excess primer and adaptamer B are added for an additional PCR step. The complementary sequence tags in adaptamers A and a direct the fusion of the two fragments leading to a chimeric product.
CLONING-FREE PCR-BASED ALLELE REPLACEMENT GENOME RESEARCH 1175 To generate a direct repeat of the desired allele flanking the intact selectable marker, ∼100 ng of each of the fusion fragments are cotransformed into yeast (Fig. 3) . Generally, 25-100 transformants are obtained, all containing the recombined fragments integrated at the correct chromosomal target locus. The final step requires a pop-out of the direct repeats to leave a single altered copy in the genome. Because the direct repeats are gene length (∼300-3000 bp), the efficiency of recombination is high (10
‫3מ‬
-10
‫4מ‬
) and recombinants are easily selected on 5-fluoro-orotic acid (5-FOA) medium (Boeke et al. 1987) .
This method requires the synthesis of six primers: Two are gene-specific and four may be reused for additional allele transfer experiments. The first pair (adaptamers A and B) are ∼40-mers used to amplify the open reading frame (ORF) of the desired allele. Adaptamer A contains a unique 20-nucleotide (nt) tag at its 5Ј end followed by 20 or 21 nts that is identical to the 5Ј end of the ORF starting from the ATG start codon. Adaptamer B consists of a unique 20-nt tag followed by 20 nts of the reverse complement of the 3Ј end of the ORF, including the termination codon sequence. The remaining four primers for amplifying the two partial K. lactis URA3 fragments are adaptamers (a and b) and two internal primers. The first 20 nts of adaptamer a contains the reverse complement of the unique tag of adaptamer A followed by 20 nts of the reverse complement of the 3Ј end of K. lactis URA3 197 bp downstream from the termination codon. The 5Ј end of adaptamer b contains the 20-nt reverse complement of the unique tag of adaptamer B followed by 20 nts identical to the sequence starting 283 nts upstream of the ATG start codon of K. lactis URA3. In addition, two internal primers for K. lactis URA3 were designed. One (5Ј internal) contains the identical 25 nts starting 105 bp downstream from the K. lactis URA3 start codon. The other (3Ј internal) contains the reverse complement of the K. lactis URA3 sequence 552 bp downstream of the ATG. These last four primers are common to every allele replacement and need to be synthesized only once. In addition, pairs of adaptamers (A and B) for every yeast ORF are commercially available (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL, and Hudson et al., this issue).
Efficiency of the Method
To test the efficiency of the allele replacement method, we applied it to two essential genes: RFA1 and KAR1. Mutations in each gene cause an easily detectable phenotype. rfa1-D228Y mutant strains display increased UV sensitivity and exhibit increased direct repeat recombination (Smith and Rothstein 1995) . The rfa1-D228Y mutation is located near the middle of the 1866-bp ORF at position 682 and creates a new AccI restriction site. To transfer this mutation into W303-1A, a wild-type yeast strain, adaptamers A and B for RFA1 were used to amplify the full-length rfa1-D228Y mutant allele. This fragment was fused separately to the two over- Similarly, two overlapping K. lactis URA3 fragments are generated separately by PCR with the K. lactis URA3 adaptamers and two internal K. lactis URA3 primers (fragments 2 and 3). Fragments 2 and 3 do not encode full-length URA3 and thus are represented as K. lactis and lactis URA3, respectively. The ends tagged by adaptamers A, B, a, and b are labeled on the initial PCR products. As described in Fig. 1 , fragments 1 and 2 are mixed with the K. lactis int 3Ј primer and adaptamer A for an additional PCR step to generate a new fusion product (fusion L). In a separate PCR, fragments 1 and 3 are mixed with the K. lactis int 5Ј primer and adaptamer B to generate a second chimeric fragment (fusion R). Both fusions L and R contain the altered site.
lapping URA3 fragments described above and in Figure 2. One hundred nanograms each of the chimeric fragments were cotransformed into the wild-type strain, and 25 URA + transformants were obtained. All 25 transformants displayed increased UV sensitivity. This phenotype indicates that the left repeat contains the full-length copy of the mutated ORF, as it is adjacent to its native promoter. Subsequent PCR analysis followed by the diagnostic restriction enzyme digestion (AccI) showed that both repeats contained the rfa1-D228Y mutation. The absence of wild-type information shows that each transformant integrated at the chromosomal RFA1 locus. Five transformants were chosen for further analysis. Direct repeat recombination events were selected and occurred at a frequency of 10
‫3מ‬
. In each case, the event led to loss of the K. lactis URA3 marker and preserved a single copy of the rfa1-D228Y allele in the genome as shown by PCR analysis.
Next, we tested the feasibility of this method at the KAR1 locus. kar1-1 is a mutant defective in nuclear fusion (Conde and Fink 1976) , resulting from a C → T transition at position 450. Similarly, the kar1-1 mutant allele was fused with the K. lactis URA3 fragments and the resulting PCR products were cotransformed into a wild-type strain selecting for URA + transformants. The transformation efficiency was similar to that found for rfa1-D228Y and all 25 transformants carried the kar1-1 allele on the left repeat as determined by their defect in diploid formation. Pop-out recombinants were selected on 5-FOA medium for five of the transformants. Twenty recombinants from each exhibited a defect in diploid formation. The failure to recover any recombinants exhibiting wild-type mating behavior suggests that the mutation was incorporated into the second repeat as well.
Finally, we investigated whether the allele transfer method also works for deletion alleles. We used the kar1-⌬15 allele, as it carries a 255-bp deletion in the KAR1 ORF (Spencer et al. 1994) . After transformation of the two fused fragments, 100 transformants were obtained on uracil-deficient medium. All of the transformants exhibited a defect in diploid formation showing that they carried the kar1-⌬15 mutation on the left repeat. Ten of these transformants were tested for the presence of the kar1-⌬15 mutation in the second repeat by examining the mating behavior after the pop-out event. Similar to that observed for kar1-1, all of the recombinants exhibited a defect in diploid formation, indicating that the kar1-⌬15 mutation was likely present in the second repeat. These results demonstrate that the allele transfer method is applicable to deletion mutations as well as point mutations.
Efficiency of Transfer of Sequences That Are Close to the Adaptamer
For some genes, the desired site may be located very close to the 5Ј or the 3Ј end of the gene of interest. Because sequences adjacent to the extreme 5Ј and 3Ј ends of the two fusion fragments may not be incorporated during integration as a result of the position of the crossover, the integration event may not result in the duplication of the allele. We determined the efficiency of allele transfer by examining the frequency of successful integration of the site as a function of distance from the adaptamer. The rfa1-D228Y allele was used as a test system, as the mutation can easily be detected by colony PCR (Huxley et al. 1990; Ling et al. 1995) .
Four new adaptamers, designated A1, A21, A61, and A81, annealing 20, 40, 80, and 100 nucleotides, respectively, from the mutant site were designed for transferring the rfa1-D228Y allele. In combination with adaptamer B, the four fragments Figure 3 Integration of fusion fragments and subsequent pop-out event for allele replacement. Fusions L and R (Fig. 2) are cotransformed into the appropriate yeast strain. Recombination between the two fusion fragments generates a functional, intact K. lactis URA3 gene. Recombination between each fragment and the homologous chromosomal locus results in a duplication of the gene of interest where both copies contain the altered site (*). During the integration, the tags are deleted from the ends of the fragments. The left copy of the duplication lies adjacent to the endogenous promoter (purple box labeled Pro). After the subsequent pop-out event, the altered site is always preserved in the genome.
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were amplified from the rfa1-D228Y mutant strain. Including the nucleotides in the adaptamer, the mutation is 21, 41, 81, and 101 nucleotides from the end of the region of homology on the amplified fragment. After fusion with the K. lactis URA3 fragments, the resulting four pairs of fragments were separately cotransformed into the wild-type strain. All of the URA3 + transformants contain duplications of the amplified RFA1 region. Next, both repeats were analyzed for the presence of the rfa1-D228Y allele and the results are summarized in Table 1 . Data are also included for the full-length RFA1 fragment, where there is 681 bp of homology from the 5Ј end to the mutation. Nearly 100% of the transformants contained the rfa1-D228Y mutation in both repeats when the mutation was located 81, 101, or 682 bp downstream from the 5Ј end of the homologous sequence. Surprisingly, even when the homologous sequence upstream of the mutation was reduced to 20 and 40 bp, 30%-50% of the transformants contained the mutation in both repeats.
A Modification of the Method Allows the Creation of de Novo Mutations
The allele replacement method described here can also be modified to create directed mutations in any gene. For this purpose, two new primers are designed. One is an adaptamer (A mut or B mut ) that contains the desired mutation (shown as a blue dot in adaptamer A mut in Fig. 4) immediately following the unique sequence tag. The other primer is called a mutamer and is used in a second round of PCR to extend the homology to facilitate integration of the mutation. A convenient length for the mutamer is 35-60 nts. The 5Ј end, which typically can vary from 20 to 45 nts, are used to extend homology upstream of the mutant site. In the example shown in Figure 4 , adaptamers A mut and B are used to amplify and incorporate the desired mutation into a fragment using the wild-type gene of interest as the template. The fusion fragments are generated as described for the allele transfer method except that the the mutamer is substituted for the adaptamer A mut during the amplification of the fusion fragment L. The additional nucleotides added from the mutamer effectively extend the region of homology adjacent to the mutated site to ensure its incorporation into the genome. As before, transformation of the two fusion fragments results in a direct repeat in which, ideally, the mutation is duplicated at its genomic locus.
We used this method to create a lysine to arginine missense mutation at amino acid position 706 (K706R) within the conserved Walker box of the Sgs1 helicase (Gangloff et al. 1994; Lu et al. 1996) . The mutation was also designed to introduce a new BglII site facilitating its detection. Adaptamer A mut contains the same adaptamer A tag sequence described before and the appropriate nucleotide change for the sgs1 mutation (A → G) along with 19 nts of downstream sequence. The mutamer contains 17 nts upstream of the G followed by 14 nts downstream of the mutant site. Using adaptamer A mut and adaptamer B, the carboxy-terminal half of the SGS1 gene sequence from the K706R mutation to its stop codon was amplified by PCR. As described above, two fusion fragments were generated and after cotransformation, 45 transformants were obtained. Colony PCR analysis followed by BglII digestion indicated that almost 25% of the transformants (11) contained the sgs1-K706R allele in both copies of the duplication. This efficiency, using 17 nucleotides of extended homology, is comparable to that found when 20 nucleotides were placed upstream of the rfa1-D228Y mutation (30% showed duplication of the mutation; Table 1 ).
DISCUSSION
In this paper we describe a new method that considerably improves existing allele replacement methods and can be modified to permit directed mutagenesis of any site within the yeast genome. One of the major advantages of this method is that no cloning steps are necessary. In addition, many of the required reagents are commercially available. Compared to previously described PCR-based allelereplacement methods (Längle-Rouault and Jacobs 1995; Schneider et al. 1995) , the integration and subsequent pop-out recombination frequencies are 100 (25) The numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of transformants analyzed.
elevated at least two orders of magnitude because of the increased length of homology. Another important advantage of this method is that after integration, both copies of the duplicated gene carry the alteration. This ensures that the mutation will always be preserved in the genome after the subsequent pop-out event, thereby eliminating further screening of recombinants. Moreover, in most instances, the effects of a specific alteration can be assessed immediately after transformation, as one altered copy recombines adjacent to its endogenous promoter. Finally, with this allele-replacement method, integration of the fusion fragments into the genome does not create a gene disruption (Shortle et al. 1982) , which often occurs with the other PCR-based methods. Therefore, the adaptamer method can be used for allele transfer into essential genes in haploid cells provided that the mutation itself does not create a lethal phenotype.
As is the case with other PCR-based methods, undesired second site mutations may be generated by polymerase errors during the PCR amplification. However, this problem can be addressed by using highfidelity polymerases like Pfu (Stratagene) or Pwo (Boehringer-Mannheim), where the error frequencies of these enzymes are much lower than that of Taq polymerase (Barnes 1992) and/or by keeping the number of PCR cycles at a minimum during amplification. In addition, a new technique has been described that uses the mismatch repair complex from E. coli, the MutHLS proteins to remove the mistakes from PCR products (Smith and Modrich 1997) . Finally, it is always advisable to compare the phenotypes of several transformants to ensure that the effect is caused by the allele of interest and not by a secondary mutation.
We demonstrated that this method works successfully when the length of the amplified fragment is up to 3.1 kb (sgs1-K706R). In principle, even longer fragments should be amplified easily with improved enzymes (e.g., LA Taq polymerase (TaKaRa Biochemicals); rTth DNA polymerase (Perkin Elmer). However, an alternative solution for longer ORFs is readily available by simply fragmenting the gene of interest (see Fig. 5 ). This requires the synthesis of a new adaptamer. The choice of which of the two adaptamers to replace depends on the position of the desired site within the ORF. When the site lies nearer to the 3Ј end, a new adaptamer A int (defined as an internal position in the ORF) is designed (Fig. 5A ). In conjunction with adaptamer B, a shorter 3Ј fragment of the gene is amplified. After fusion to the K. lactis URA3 fragments and subsequent transformation, the resulting integration only duplicates the 3Ј fragment but does not create a gene disruption (see Fig. 5A ). When the desired site is closer to the 5Ј end of the ORF, a new adaptamer B int is used with adaptamer A (Fig. 5B) . After integration, a gene disruption will be created, as the resulting duplication of this shortened 5Ј-amplified fragment gives rise to one 3Ј-truncated copy and one promoterless copy of the gene. To circumvent gene disruption when the gene of interest is essential, the 5Ј end of the duplicated fragment can be expanded to include the promoter. This requires the synthesis of a new adaptamer A pro Figure 4 Use of adaptamer A mut and a mutamer to create a de novo mutation. Adaptamer A mut contains the sequence tag described for adaptamer A (see text) followed by an altered nucleotide(s) (indicated by the blue dot on adaptamer A mut ) and an additional 20 nts of sequence adjacent to the desired change. In combination with adaptamer B, PCR is used to generate mutated fragment 1. As described in Fig. 2 , fragment 1 is fused to fragment 3 generating fusion R. To create fusion L, fragments 1 and 2 are mixed with K. lactis int 3Ј and a mutamer. The mutamer consists of an additional 17 nts of sequence upstream of the desired change followed by the desired change itself and 14 nts downstream. The asterisk (*) depicts the introduced mutation. Fusions L and R recombine as described in Fig. 3 .
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on June 21, 2006 www.genome.org Downloaded from (defined by sequences upstream of the ORF) that permits amplification of the promoter (Fig. 5B) . When adaptamer A pro is used in combination with the adaptamer B int , the promoter region also will be duplicated resulting in a full-length copy of the gene after integration. Finally, if the desired site lies within the genomic sequences of the adaptamers, it is necessary to synthesize a new adaptamer just outside of the ORF near that site.
The creation of de novo mutations within the ORF using adaptamer A mut or B mut always leads to the amplification of shortened gene fragments. The choice of which adaptamer to synthesize to create the mutation relies on the same criteria discussed above for fragmentation of large ORFs. Similarly, to avoid disruption of an essential gene when adaptamer B mut is used, an adaptamer A pro is necessary to create the amplified fragment. In addition, as the phenotype of the new mutation is unknown in most cases, it is advisable to design the alteration so that it can also be easily monitored physically (e.g., creation or destruction of a restriction enzyme site; generation of a deletion or an insertion). Another potential improvement of the de novo mutation method involves the length of the mutamer. Although we showed that only 17 bp of homology upstream of the mutation was sufficient to obtain successful incorporation, the frequency of these events was low (25%). This frequency will likely increase with the length of the mutamer. However, it is important to simultaneously extend the length of the requisite K. lactis internal primer to avoid temperature differences for annealing during generation of the fusion fragment.
In this study we found that the frequency of integration into the genome is ∼100-fold greater than that found with the other PCR-based allele replacement methods (Längle-Rouault and Jacobs 1995; Schneider et al. 1995) . This is likely attributable to the increased length of the homologous sequences used for targeting. Interestingly, 96% of the integrants exhibit crossovers within the first 80 bp of the homologous sequences (Table 1, line 3). We also found that the presence of the 20-bp nonhomologous tag, which is eliminated by recombination, does not interfere with the integration event. This is supported by the observation that a site 17 bp from the 5Ј end without the tag (sgs1-K706R) is incorporated as efficiently (25%) as a tagged site 20 bp from the 5Ј end (rfa1-D228Y, 30%). This result agrees with those obtained with another PCR-based allele replacement method, where it was shown that 22% of the transformants carried the alteration in both repeats when it was 24 bp from the ends of the fragment (Längle-Rouault and Jacobs 1995). Finally, although the frequency of integration of longer fragments increases 100-fold, it is still not as high as classical gene disruptions (Rothstein 1983) . Perhaps the two fusion fragments used for the integration circularize, as these two fragments contain homologous regions at both ends: the amplified allele and the K. lactis URA3 overlap. Such a circle would integrate into the genome at low efficiency and also 
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decrease the total number of recoverable integration events by removing linear fragments from the ''recombination pool. '' In summary, the allele-replacement method described in this paper is convenient for use in yeast, as a set of adaptamers is commercially available for amplifying every ORF in the genome (Research Genetics). In addition, the K. lactis URA3 fragments can be synthesized in batches simplifying future fusions. Moreover, for the new adaptamers and mutamers that need to be synthesized, we showed that only 15 nts are needed for priming most PCR amplifications. In principle, these allele transfer methods can be applied to any organism that undergoes efficient homologous recombination, has genomic DNA sequence information available, and has a suitable selectable/counterselectable marker.
METHODS
Strains and Growth Conditions
Standard yeast genetic methods are employed for the analysis of strains and the preparation of the media (Sherman et al. 1986 ). The yeast strains used in this study are all derivatives of W303-1A unless otherwise noted. W303-1A is MATa ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 (Thomas and Rothstein 1989) . The kar1-1 strain was a gift from G. Fink (Conde and Fink 1976) , and the kar1-⌬15 strain was obtained from Phil Hieter (Spencer et al. 1994) . The E. coli strains are derivatives of TG1 (Sambrook et al. 1989 ).
Plasmid Constructions
The K. lactis URA3 gene was amplified from a K. lactis strain by a PCR using adaptamers a and b of K. lactis URA3. The ends of the amplified product were made flush using T4 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), and pWJ716 was constructed by cloning the blunt-ended K. lactis URA3 fragment into the SmaI site of pRS414 plasmid (Sikorski and Hieter 1989) .
Yeast Transformation
Yeast transformations were performed according to the highefficiency lithium acetate protocol without any modifications (Schiestl and Gietz 1989) . One hundred nanograms each of the two fusion fragments were used to transform yeast cells that routinely yield 10 5 -10 6 transformants per microgram of uncut circular DNA (pWJ716).
PCR
The primers used in this study are listed in Table 2 . Standard conditions were used for PCR amplification (Erlich 1989) . To amplify two different but overlapping K. lactis URA3 fragments, 100-µl reactions were composed of 100 pg of pWJ716, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 50 mM KCl, 0.2 mM each of dNTPs, 1 µM primers, and 5 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim). The rfa1-D228Y, kar1-1, and kar1-⌬15 mutations were amplified by colony PCR in 100-µl reactions from their respective strains. The above described PCR amplifications were performed on a Perkin Elmer 9600 as follows: 3 min at 94°C, then a cycle of 94°C for 30 sec, 54°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 1 min repeated 35 times. The last cycle was followed by 5 min at 72°C. All PCR products were purified using GeneClean II (Bio101, Inc.). The fusion fragments were generated by a modification of the PCR protocol described above. Specifically, 100-µl reactions were prepared from 10-25 ng each of the mutant allele and the appropriate K. lactis URA3 fragment, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 50 mM KCl, 0.2 mM each of the dNTPs, 1 µM primers, and 5 units of Taq polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim). The PCR amplifications were performed on a Perkin Elmer 9600 using the following conditions: 3 min at 94°C, then 10 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 54°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 4 min, followed by another 20 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 4 min with addition of 30 sec at every cycle for the elongation step. The last cycle was followed by 5 min at 72°C. Again the PCR products were gelpurified from agarose gels using GeneClean II (Bio101, Inc.).
Colony PCR for detection of the rfa1-D228Y allele was performed using RFA1-2A and RFA1-3B primers (Smith and Rothstein 1995 ) under standard PCR conditions described above for amplifying the K. lactis URA3 fragments. The total volume of the PCR was 10 µl, and cells that are barely visible on a toothpick were used as the template.
